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Abstract

In this paper, our goal is to prove the possibility of controlling a home device by solely using neural pattern recognition
interface captured by Emotiv EPOC. The neuroheadset EPOC is a personal interface for human interaction with
computer through the acquisition of electrical signals produced by the brain, via techniques of electroencephalography
(EEG), in order to identify thoughts, feelings and facial expressions in real time. The pattern is then fed to a client,
which communicates it to the server side where it is received by a Raspberry Pi microcontroller. The microcontroller
sends the appropriate response based on what is received from the client, which turns on or off a TV. This application
will have a great potential especially for people with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) or special needs in general.
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1.

Introduction

Electroencephalograms (EEG) are commonly used by in
hospitals and health related institutions to enable doctors
monitor and record the electrical activity of the brain. This
enables them to detect brain activity and potential abnormal
patterns, which gives them good insight on the overall brain
health and helps to diagnose brain related diseases. In this
study, an EEG-based brain computer system is proposed for
automating home appliances. Brain Computer Interface (BCI)
is a system that provides direct pathway between the brain and
external computing resource or devices. Recent development of
commercial EEG devices offers an affordable solution to
explore and develop applications in various domains. A
particularly promising study has proved the ability to reach
more than 75% recognition accuracy using some of those
device [1], which makes it highly desirable for control tasks.
For this reason, we have chosen EMOTIV EPOC+ as our
telemetric EEG device for data acquisition as seen in Fig.1.
EEG device has 14 channels (electrodes) with sampling
frequency of 128 Hz (2048 Hz internal). It has a built-in 5th
order low pass sin filter of bandwidth 0.2 to 45 Hz, and
connected wirelessly to the computer through a 2.4 GHz band
[2].
Fig.1 shows the Emotiv EPOC headset and the location of the
electrodes relative to the 10/20 system positioning.

We use an efficient system to control home appliances (TV in
our case). The system is composed of three units: EMOTIV
headset, a personal computer and Raspberry Pi 3 [3]. Our aim
is to achieve our goal using a simple, low cost and
straightforward method without the need for a special software
or extensive development.

2.

Related Work

The idea of proposing environmental control system is not
new, several systems were proposed for people with disabilities
to control their surroundings[4]. One approach uses Radio
frequency identification (RFID) [5], others enhanced it with
voice control [6]. While these systems work well with motiondisabled people, they do not serve people with vision or voice
impairments. On the other hand, EMOTIV EPOC, despite of
being relatively new in EEG market, uses Brain- Computer
Interface (BCI) technology to manipulate digital content
wirelessly. It is capable of capturing facial gestures and
expressions along with mapping brain patterns to various
mental commands such as; pushing, pulling, rotate left and
rotate right. Several projects use telemetric EEG headsets
devices in order to facilitate the interaction between physically
challenged and their environment [7].
In [8] an attempt of designing of BCI controlled chair using
Arduino platform to receive the directions from the headset and
controlling servomotors, thus moving the chair. However, a
core limitation is the assumption of a permanently wired
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connection from laptop to the Arduino. A similar scenario to to
our system is presented in [9] by controlling an array of LEDs
using Arduino. Although it did show that controlling LEDs
with EMOTIV is possible, the authors connected the device to
the computer locally and did not propose a method for
controlling the LEDs using the headset over the internet. Thus
a valuable potential of the device was not utilized. Little work
exist that combines both the potential of an EEG headset and
an adequate wireless infrastructure. In [10], the authors built a
platform that uses IoT paradigms in connecting EEG headsets
with home devices using the cloud. Other extensive work in
[11] proposed a system for controlling home applications using
EMOTIV EPOC and embedded module. A third interesting
approach is demonstrated in [12], where the authors used
Neuroky headset for signal acquisition connecting it to an
Arduino using a Bluetooth module. The Arduino controls a DC
motor and a light bulb simulating different home appliances.
They included a simple URL for monitoring the devices in use.
In [13], the authors have developed a virtual home environment
that can be controlled using brainwaves, however they did not
implement it in a real life environment. The work presented
here demonstrates the use of brainwaves in controlling a real
physical device with the assistance of EMOTIV EPOC headset.

Fig. 1.

Those patterns could be detected by Emokey (Fig. 6), another
suite provided by Emotiv for mapping thought patterns to
keyboard input. For example, in our case we implement a
condition to send “0” or “1” for turning off or on devices that
we would like to control. Second, the computer acts as a client
as seen in Fig. 7 and initiates a connection to a server using a
simple socket script written in Python. Figure 2 shows the
flowchart of the client python script.

EMOTIV EPOC+ headset and electrodes location

3.

System Description

Fig. 2.

Client script flowchart

In this section, we describe our system and highlight all
required software and hardware in our implementation.
3.1. System Architecture
The system architecture (Fig. 3) consists of three main stages
starting with data acquisition, data transmission and finally
device controlling. First, the Emotiv EPOC+ headset reads and
collects the signal pattern from the brain and sends this data to
a computer using EmoEngine, which is an application
developed by EMOTIV to handle decoding, processing and
mapping them to the trained patterns of the user. EMOTIV
provides a Control Panel, depicted in Fig. 4, to interface with
EmoEngine. All subjects are trained with the control panel to
control pull movement of the virtual cube and clench gesture.

Fig. 3. System Architecture Overview
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Fig. 4. Training module, Emotive Control Panel

Using a client-server protocol to establish a TCP connection,
the client sends these data that are received from the headset to
the server. Finally, on the other side of the socket, a server is
running on Raspberry Pi listening to a dedicated port (Fig. 8) is
awaiting for a request, once it receives the request, the
connection is established and the data is received by the
Raspberry Pi. It then sends a signal to turn the device ON or
OFF, which is a TV in our case. Figure 5 shows the flowchart
of the python script used as a server.

Fig. 6. Control Panel, Emokey

Fig. 7. System Architecture, Data Acquisition.

Fig. 8.

System Architecture, Receiver Side block

3.2. Design Flow
Fig. 5. Server Code flowchart

A flow chart is a graphical representation of the logic sequence
of the system flow is shown in Fig. 9.
The diagram shows how a home appliance could be controlled
using brain signals, which are transmitted over the internet
using a simple TCP connection. It proceeds as follows; the first
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step is to initialize EPOC headset and connect it to a personal
computer or a laptop, which is achieved using one of two ways
supported by the headset, namely Bluetooth or using Wi-Fi
dongle that accompanies it. The next step is to launch Emotiv
Control panel (Fig. 4) and make sure its connected to EmoKey
(Fig. 6) and correctly reading the headset sensors. Next, the
python script connects to the server. The server is running on
Raspberry Pi waits for the received signal. Lastly, the server
checks if the received character is 1 or 0. Depending on the
received signal, the Raspberry Pi sends the corresponding
signal to the infrared transmitter, which turns the TV ON or
OFF.

4.

Results and Discussion

The experiment was conducted using brainwaves acquired
from a healthy male subject. The research edition SDK of
EMOTIV EPOC, in addition to the available software provided
by EMOTIV, supplied the EMOTIV Pro control panel to
allowed real time monitoring to the raw data read from the 14
sensors as shown in Fig. 11.
The subject is trained using the Emotiv Control Panel (Fig. 4)
to control the push movement and the teeth clench movement.
The push movement is mapped by Emokey (Fig. 4) to send ‘0’
and the clench to send ‘1’. The raw data of both movements is
shown in Fig. 12, a and b.
We used EmoComposer (Fig.13) provided with EMOTIV suite
to do the initial testing. It allows running a script with manually
entered values for each sensor. This enabled adjusting the
sensitivity of each cognitive action and monitor the headset
response in a controlled simulation environment.

Fig. 9 System Flowchart

Fig. 13 EmoComposer window

Fig. 10 a circuit showing Raspberry PI connected to infrared
transmitter and receiver.
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the Raspberry Pi and its circuit represents the server. The code
is divided into two main parts: the client listens to a key
pressed and sending it to the server through the python shell
itself. Once the client sends the character, the server responds
accordingly by sending the corresponding command to the
Raspberry Pi, which in turn sends the signal to the infrared
LED turning the TV on or OFF.

5.

Fig. 11 Real time EEG readings corresponding to the raw data
read by the 14 channels.

Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, a home application controlling was demonstrated
using EEG-based brain-computer system. The system
composed of EMOTIV EPOC headset connected to a computer
that communicates to Raspberry Pi 3 platform to control a
home appliance. The prototype allows home appliances to be
successfully controlled by the brain electrical activity in real
time. EMOTIV was used to acquire the EEG signal and
communicates it to a personal computer, which is running
EmoKey. The received signals are then detected and a specific
character is produced accordingly. The character is then sent to
the server using TCP connection and received at the other end
by the Raspberry Pi, which turns ON or OFF a TV device. A
python script was written to build the server that was used in
transmission. One male subject participated in the experiments
and he was trained to use pull the virtual cube and control his
clench intensity. Simplicity of the architecture design and
avoiding relying on extra hardware was at utmost importance.
The results of this study demonstrated the feasibility and
simplicity of our proposed BCI system to control home
appliance which could be of a great aid to patients with motor
disabilities.
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